hidden pocket tote
a sewing pattern by

hidden pocket tote
sewing tutorial

hidden pocket
tote

This tote features an inseam pocket on the front for stashing away extra
bits and bobs, which is ideal because the size of the tote happens to be
the size of most laptops. It works for other items as well, but it’s a plus
nonetheless!

difficulty :

makes :

This tote is super simple and uses all straight lines,
though the pocket portion might throw you a bit if
you’re a newbie.

materials

one tote that is 18” wide and
10½” tall

& tools

• ½ yd. of medium to heavyweight
• ½ yd of fusible fleece interfacing
fabric for main tote (canvas or
(optional)
denim would be perfect – I used
• Matching sewing thread
interfaced faux suede)
• Basic sewing tools (sewing machine,
• 1/8 yd. of non-directional or ½ yd. of
scissors, iron, needles, pins, fabric
directional medium to heavyweight
marker, seam ripper)
fabric for contrast strips (canvas or
denim would be perfect – I used
interfaced linen)
• ¼ yd. of non-directional or ½ yd. of
directional medium to heavyweight
fabric for center contrast panel
(canvas or denim would be perfect –
I used twill)
• 2/3 yd. of lightweight fabric for lining
(I used quilting cotton)

before you begin :
1. Print out the project pattern, pages
9-14
2. Assemble the printed pattern pieces
3. Lay out the pattern pieces on your
fabric/interfacing and cut them out
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4. Mark the fabric pieces with the guidelines from the pattern
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Once we get past the
pocket part it’s all gravy
from there :D So the
first step to creating the
pocket is to take one of your
side panels from your contrast
fabric and one of your center
panels from your lining fabric,
then match up the edges with
the single notches. Sew the two
pieces together along this edge,
then press the seam open.
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Next we’re essentially doing
the same thing but with
your center panel main
fabric and the remaining
center panel lining piece.
Once again, match up the single
notches and sew down that one
edge. Press the seam open when
you finish.
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When both pieces are finished, align
them with right sides facing. The
lining pieces should match up with
each other, and the outer fabric
pieces should also match up. Line up the
seams from steps 1 & 2 – we’ll be sewing
them together here.
Take note of the circle markings from the
pattern guidelines. Sew to the first circle,
skip over the area in the middle, then
begin sewing again at the next circle until
the end. This will leave a gap in the middle
of your seam where the opening of your
pocket is.

When you finish, press all the fabric away
from your side strip piece, and you’ll be left
with three layers on one side that forms
your pocket!
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Now we can start assembling the bag as if the
pocket in the middle
wasn’t there. Start by lining
up your other contrast side
piece on the other side of your
center panel. The double notches
should match up this time
(disregard the single notches). Iron
the fabric away from the center
panel when you finish.
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All that’s left to complete
the front of your bag is to
sew the main side panels
to each side of your working
piece now. Match up the long
edges and sew the panel from
your main fabric in place. Repeat
this with the other side of your
center section as well and that
completes the front of your bag!
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This is completely optional,
but since I made mine into
a laptop bag I fused some
fleece padding to the wrong
side of my bag front and back.
This will make your front pocket
look extra crisp and neat, so I
would recommend it for that
reason as well.
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With the front and back
of your tote complete,
you can now sew them
together. Simply line them
up and match the raw edges,
then sew the bag together along
the sides and bottom. Leave the
top free to turn it right side out.
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Now you’ll want to trim your
seam allowances, turn the bag
right side out, and press it flat.
At this time you’ll want to go
back and repeat this step 7 with
your corresponding lining pieces,
but be sure to leave an opening
in the bottom for turning the
bag right side out later.
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Next is the straps. Simply
fold under 5/8” of each
long edge of your strap
pieces, then fold the whole
strap in half with wrong sides
together. Edge stitch down the
folded edge and you have a crisp
and neat-looking strap!
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Now baste your straps in
place in preparation for the
next step. Take one raw
end of your strap and line
up the raw edges with the top
edge of your tote. The placement
should be just outside of your
center panel. Once you basted
one end, you can baste the other
end on the other side of the
panel.
Repeat this same thing with the
back of your tote; line up the
front and back top edge and use
your fabric marker to copy where
the straps ended up on the front
to the back of your tote. Then
use those markings to baste the
straps in place on the back.
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Now we can finally attach
the lining! Nestle your main
tote into your lining and
match up the top edges.
Be sure that the straps stay
tucked inside the bag, then sew
all the way around the top edge
of the tote.
Now you’ll want to turn the bag
right side out from the opening
in your lining. Tuck the lining back
into your tote, then press the
top seam nice and crisp.
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To keep the top edge
looking crisp, you’ll want
to edge stitch around the
top edge of your tote. Be
sure to push the straps away
from your tote to keep them
out of the way as you sew. Now
tuck your laptop inside, because
YOU’RE DONE!
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Cut 2 from main fabric
5/8” seam allowance
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TOTE BACK & LINING
Cut 1 from main fabric
Cut 2 of lining fabric
Cut 2 of batting
5/8” seam allowance
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strap
placement

C1 C2

D3 D4

Cut 1 from contrast fabric
Cut 2 of lining fabric
5/8” seam allowance

CENTER FRONT PAN
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opening for pocket
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SIDE PANELS

Cut 2 from pain fabric
Cut 2 of 2nd contrast fabric
5/8” seam allowance
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